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Useful reference material
ALMA Design Reference Science Plan (DRSP)
http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/~alma/drsp.shtml
North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC)
http://www.cv.nrao.edu/naasc/presentations/
From ZMachines to ALMA:
(Sub)Millimeter Spectroscopy of Galaxies
2007, ASP Conference Proceedings 375,
eds. Baker, Glenn, Harris, Mangum, & Yun

Dark matter: ever better simulated

Springel et al. (2005):
1010 particle
“Millenium Run”

Galaxies: ever better observed...
Example: restUV color selection picks z ~ 3 Lyman break galaxies.
C. Steidel

Adelberger et al. (2004)

Arnouts et al. (2005):
M* for restUV luminosity function
brightens by 3 mag over 0 < z < 3.

... and selected at all wavelengths
Submillimeter galaxies (SMGs)

~14 '

LIR > 1013 L⊙ powered (mainly)
by starbursts in massive mergers.
Comoving density at z ~ 2.5 is
400 times larger than at z ~ 0.
Bright (S850 > 5 mJy) SMGs produce
~20% of cosmic IR background.

Bertoldi et al. (2002)

Possible temperature bias ⇒ SMGs likely still miss some obscured
star formation at high z (e.g., Chapman et al. 2004).

Key role for ALMA: baryonic physics
Fully numerical (Nbody + gas dynamics together) and
“semianalytical” (Nbody and simple recipes separately)
models describe galaxy evolution within the CDM paradigm.
Nagai & Kravtsov (2004)

Benson et al. (2001)

ALMA studies of cooling, merging, star formation, and feedback
will improve CDMdriven modelling of observed galaxies.

Frequency coverage: the “M” in “ALMA”
10 receiver bands with
 = 8 mm – 350 m
full sets: Europe/North
America
full sets†: Japan
partial set: Europe
not yet funded
†band

10 rollout slower

Workhorses for redshifts: CO, CI, [CII]
[CII] 2P3/2  2P1/2: rest = 158 m
Maiolino et al. (2005):

SDSS J1148+5251 at z = 6.42
CO(J  J1): rest = (115  J) GHz
CI 3P1  3P0: rest = 492 GHz
(CI 3P2  3P1: rest = 809 GHz)

Weiss et al. (2005): three QSOs/SMGs at z ~ 2.5

Many probes for detailed astrophysics
M82

Walter et al. (2002): H greyscale
Gao & Solomon (2004):
HCN(10)  FIR  SFR

+ CO(10) in disk, in streamers,
and (25% of total mass!) in wind

ALMA “Level One” Science Requirements
I. “The ability to detect spectral line emission from CO or C+ in a
normal galaxy like the Milky Way at... z = 3 in less than 24 hours.”
II. “The ability to image the gas kinematics in a solarmass
protostellar/protoplanetary disk at a distance of 150 pc...”
III. “The ability to provide precise images at a resolution of
0.1 arcsec... [i.e.] accurately representing the sky brightness at all
points where [it] is brighter than 0.1% of the peak image
brightness... [for] all sources... that transit at an elevation > 20.”

Sensitivity: the “AL” of “ALMA”
I. “The ability to detect spectral line emission from CO or C+ in a
normal galaxy like the Milky Way at... z = 3 in less than 24 hours.”
Atacama site is excellent:
high (5000m), dry, and stable.
Large collecting area:
56557328 m2 in main array
(exceeds IRAM PdBI by ≥5).
Very sensitive receivers, some
approaching quantum limit.

Spatial multiplexing: limited by field of view
I. “The ability to detect spectral line emission from CO or C+ in a
normal galaxy like the Milky Way at... z = 3 in less than 24 hours.”
Collecting area of 56557328 m2 in main array
comes from 5064 antennas with D = 12m.
Field of view limited to ~ 1.2/D:
168 – 7.2 arcsec for  = 8 mm – 350 m

1.3 Mpc – 55 kpc at z ~ 3.
Mangum et al. (2006): AEM prototype antenna

Spectral multiplexing: boosted by bandwidth
I. “The ability to detect spectral line emission from CO or C+ in a
normal galaxy like the Milky Way at... z = 3 in less than 24 hours.”
Each receiver provides 8 GHz instantaneous bandwidth (≥ 4 GHz
contiguous, with details varying by band).
Suppose we target CO(32) at z ~ 3, for which obs = 86.25 Ghz;
then  = 4 GHz  z = 0.186  Dproper = 44.5 Mpc >> FOV!
May also see different lines from different sources. ALMA will do
a quasipencilbeam line survey whenever it integrates down!

Angular resolution: the [last] “A” in “ALMA”
Array resolution ~ /B for B = longest baseline.
ALMA's baselines will extend to 18.5 km, thanks to flat site
 resolution can reach 0.005 arcsec at 350 m  38 pc at z ~ 3
(caveat: faint sources at high resolution and rest are tough)

Llano de Chajnantor viewed from the south

Why resolution matters: SMG dynamics
(Sub)arcsecond resolution mapping reveals whether SMGs are
single or multiple  importance of mergertriggered bursts.

From Tacconi et al. (2008, ApJ, submitted):
two HDFN SMGs at z ~ 2.22.5 mapped with IRAM PdBI.

Mapping larger areas with ALMA
To map areas larger than a single field of view, ALMA can
mosaic: build up a large map from joint deconvolution
of data taken at a grid of pointings.
Helpful attributes:
+ fast slew rate (1 deg/s)
+ 12252016 baselines
 good instantaneous uv coverage
Grid optimized for source; pointing centers separated by < /2D.

Example #1: Milky Way starforming regions
Chandler et al., DRSP # 2.1.6: determine dependence(s) of IMF
on initial conditions by mapping 1 deg2 in Ophiuchus, Lupus,
Perseus, and Orion molecular clouds at 1mm and 3mm.
1mm: 6s/point, 240  240
grid with 15” spacing
3mm: 1s/point, 120  120
grid with 30” spacing
Onthefly mosaicking,
1” resolution, 400 hours.
Johnstone, Goodman, et COMPLETE team:

SCUBA 850 m mapping of Ophiuchus cloud (14” resolution)

Local IMF has clear “cosmic” relevance

Baugh et al. (2005),
semianalytic modelling:
(only?) a topheavy IMF
can explain observed
SMG surface densities

Example #2: extragalactic deep fields
Blain, DRSP # 1.1.6: inventory the dust content of ~all optical
sources in GOODSS, HDFS, UDF, and A370 fields by
mapping at 280 GHz at better than 0.1” resolution.
Blain et al. (1999)
GOODSS: 3800s/point  1000 pointings
= 1050 hr to 0.02 mJy rms (~3000 sources)
HDFS+A370+UDF: 96000s/point  (20+20+60) pointings
= 2650 hr to 0.004 mJy rms (~230+230+700 sources)
One “ultraultradeep” pointing within the UDF
= 420 hr to 0.001 mJy rms

Continuum surveys: ALMA vs. LMT/CCAT?
ALMA will be fantastic for individual source followup and
deep, highresolution imaging over limited areas. But
what about widefield continuum surveys?
If LMT (and 25m CCAT?)
are equipped with large
bolometer arrays, they will
be fast and efficient survey
machines that can beat
current confusion limits
 ALMA should stay clear. (See Blain, ZMachines to ALMA.)

Summary of ALMA's specifications
Main array: 5064  12m antennas (<25 m surface accuracy)
Compact array: 4  12m and 12  7m antennas
Can be used to provide information on smoothly
distributed emission that main array filters out.
8  10 receiver bands will cover from 31.3950 GHz.
Receivers and correlator deliver 8 GHz of instantaneous
bandwidth (≥ 4 GHz contiguous) and up to 4096 channels.
Baselines to B = 18.5 km deliver 0.02”(/1 mm)(10 km/B) maps.

ALMA from the observer's viewpoint
ALMA is an international partnership...
32.5% North America (US + Canada + Taiwan?)
32.5% Europe
25% East Asia (Japan + Taiwan)
10% Chile
... but current balance of opinion favors a unified proposal review.
Q1 2010: Call for “early science” (15 antenna) proposals.
Q4 2010: Early science operations begin.
Q4 2012: Full science operations begin.
US support focused at NA ALMA Science Center in Charlottesville.

Facts on the ground at 5000m

June 2007: Array Operations Site building

Facts on the ground at 2900m
Operations Support Facility = focus of antenna commissioning

September 2007:
first Vertex 12m antenna

November 2007:
fun with the Melco 7m antennas

Summary
ALMA will play a unique role in sorting out the details of
key baryonic physics driving galaxy evolution.
Optimal use as a mapping instrument will be narrow/deep
rather than shallow/wide, due to limited field of view.
Your first data may arrive within the next three years.
Feedback on priorities to the ALMA North American
Science Advisory Committee is welcome:
http://www.cv.nrao.edu/naasc/admin.shtml

